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About 130 REU employees enjoyed breakfast at the Redding Power Plant on June 18th. Director Dan
Beans thanked employees for their strong performance during two recent crises and challenged them
to resist becoming complacent about meeting the community’s needs.
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Staying Relevant in Turbulent Times
About 130 employees turned out for
the all-employee breakfast held on
June 18th. In his remarks to employees, Director Dan Beans used
an antiquated VHS videotape as a
metaphor about the need for organizations and individuals to evolve
to meet ever-changing consumer
tastes, needs, and expectations.
Over plates of scrambled eggs,
bacon, and French toast, Dan
explained that the videotape con-

LIKE, FOLLOW, SHARE
@REDDINGELECTRIC

tained tips for surviving the muchfeared “Y2K” event from 20 years
ago. Back in 1999, Dan recalled,
“there was a widespread belief that
telephones, water, banking, shopping, the electric grid, and every
other essential service would be
shutting down because our digital
ancestors used a two-digit date
code and computers would treat the
year 2000 the same as 1900.”
(Continued on Page 2)

Bureaucracy Busters Reports Some Early Successes
The eight REU employees who submitted improvement ideas during the
two-month Bureaucracy Busters program earlier this year can expect to be
invited to a celebration later this summer where everyone who submitted
ideas will be recognized.
(Continued on Page 3)

“We exist as a team for the
benefit of the Redding community. At the end of it all, our job
is to be what the community
needs us to be.” -- Dan Beans

Staying Relevant in Turbulent Times

(Continued from Page 1)

“Today,” he continued, “almost 20
years after the Y2K computer crash
that never happened, this tape sits
in my office as a reminder of the
importance of relevance — as well
as the danger of irrelevance — and
the importance of being willing to
change.”

“The successes of the past year, I
believe, were largely due to you
and your commitment to the ideals
of public service,” Dan commented. “The pre-2015 REU would not
have handled these difficult situations nearly as well as you did, and
the community and I are grateful.
Working together, we can handle
anything.”

Dan acknowledged that many
people don’t like change and tend
to resist it when they can. But he
said REU’s continued relevance and
its very existence depended on it
changing in response to community
needs and expectations that evolve
over time.
In addition to providing some great
examples of employee thoughts and
actions that were consistent with
the “humble, hungry, and smart”
ethos the Leadership Team has been
trying to instill, he offered a few
examples of behavior that was not
“humble, hungry, and smart.”

Employees Did a Great Job in
Two Crises

Then Dan thanked everyone for performing as well as they did during
two crises in the past year: Last July’s
Carr Fire and the 50-year snowstorm
that hit Redding in February. “The
REU Team has survived the attack of
a relentless wildfire and the fury of
a rare winter storm, and come out
ahead!”
Roughly 70% of REU employees attended the
all-employee breakfast held on June 18th at the
power plant.

New Five-Year Plan Will Keep
REU Relevant

“Five years ago, we began a journey
to redirect our strategic path based
on internal and external input, and
here we are nearing the end of
our first five-year plan.” Dan urged
employees to continue learning,
growing, and changing: “We have a
huge opportunity to learn from the
challenges and successes of the past
five years to raise our service to our
customers to the next level.”
As REU nears its centennial in 2021,
the Executive Team and Leadership
Team will be working with supervisors and all staff on creating REU’s
next five-year plan. Though Dan
understands that some employees
consider a five-year plan to be a
four-letter word, he emphasized
the importance of keeping up with
Redding’s changing needs and expectations.
Dan contrasted PG&E’s mission, to
create profits that can be distributed
to shareholders, with REU’s mission
as a community-owned utility. “We
will succeed or fail as a team,” he
said. “We exist as a team for the
benefit of the Redding community.
At the end of it all, our job is to be
what the community need us to be.”
“If REU can’t respond to our customers’ changing needs and desires —
or to the state’s changing laws and
regulations — then we’ll become
irrelevant. We’d be about as useful
as this VHS tape on how to prepare
for Y2K,” Dan concluded. TIL
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Bureaucracy Busters Reports Some Early Successes

(Continued from Page 1)

All told, these eight REU employees
submitted a total of 15 suggestions.
Tim Thomas led the pack with five
suggestions, followed by Valerie
Ibarra and Cayton Polen with three
each. Nathan Aronson, Ben Goehring, Lisa Casner, Kelly Campbell,
and Nick Zettel each contributed
one suggestion.

This was the first time the city has
run this type of workplace improvement campaign, but it won’t be
the last, Sheri promises. “We’re still
working our way through the suggestions, so I can’t say we’ll do this
again at the start of 2020. In fact,
by that time, I’m sure we’ll still be
working to implement some of the
excellent ideas we received this time
around. But there’s no question we’ll
do it again because employees have
a hands-on perspective on what’s
working and what needs to be fixed,
whether it’s technology, processes,
or procedures.”

Overall, the City of Redding received
110 suggestions during its eightweek Bureaucracy Busters campaign.
Some employees didn’t put their
name on their suggestions, so it’s
possible REU employees submitted
even more than 15 suggestions.

REU employees contributed at least 15 suggestions to the City of Redding’s Bureaucracy
Busters campaign earlier this year. Walter,
pictured here, was the campaign’s mascot.

The 110 suggestions submitted by
city employees were separated into
four categories:
• Wild Card (51 suggestions,
mostly IT-related)
• Personnel (35 suggestions)
• Finance (15 suggestions)
• Purchasing (10 suggestions)

Sheri DeMaagd, assistant city manager and
personnel director for the City of Redding, is
overseeing the Bureaucracy Busters program

Teams Still Working Through
Suggestions
“The program was a huge success,”
said Sheri DeMaagd, Redding’s
assistant city manager and personnel director. “I was thrilled to see
that many city employees had ideas
for improving the workplace, mainly
through streamlining processes and
updating procedures. The volume
of suggestions shows a high level
of employee engagement,” Sheri
added.

Committees were established to
review the viability of each suggestion and work through what changes
— in technology, policy, or city code
— would be needed for the suggestion to become a reality. Director
Dan Beans sits on the Purchasing
team, whereas Joe Bowers, electric
manager–Financial, and Tim Thomas, electric program supervisor of
Operational Technology, are part of
the Financial and Wild Card teams,
respectively.
Tim said, “I think the Bureaucracy
Busters forum was an excellent
method for bringing common concerns into the spotlight. It provides
an avenue to work through the
concerns that will lead to big gains
in city efficiency while reducing
public/employee confusion and
stress. I can see many of the ideas
turning into ‘quick win’ solutions that
can be developed and implemented rapidly at low cost. Often, small
efforts can move the needle in a big
way. Thanks for giving us the voice
and opportunity to help move the
city forward!”
(Continued on Page 4)
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Bureaucracy Busters Reports Some Early Successes

(Continued from Page 3)

Baseball Metaphor Kept Things
Fun
A baseball metaphor was used to
enliven the process. Those employees who put their name on a suggestion are shown as a “Player” on
the Bureaucracy Busters’ scorecard.
Submitting a suggestion puts a player on 1st Base. If the suggestion can

administrative burdens on executive
assistants, administrative assistants,
and other clerical staff. It requires
the combined use of pen and paper,
time-stamped timecards, spreadsheets, and online portals to record
employee work hours. A streamlined, consistent system would save
everyone a lot of time and result in
more accurate data collection.
However, because of the complexities that come with accounting
for the different job orders used
throughout the city, differing timekeeping requirements, and the
challenge of integrating any new
technology into the current payroll
processing system, a new approach
to timekeeping won’t be implemented in the near future, Sheri
predicted. That said, there is a team
working on developing a request
for proposal (RFP) for a consultant
to assist the city in identifying the
scope of a new timekeeping and
attendance project, which is a great
first step.

If a Bureaucracy Busters
suggestion could be easily
implemented, the player has
hit a “Home Run.” Ideas taking longer to implement are
considered to be either “2nd
Base” or “3rd Base” hits.

The Bureaucracy Busters team settled on a
baseball metaphor to categorize improvement
ideas submitted by city employees.

be easily implemented, the player
has hit a “Home Run.” Ideas taking
longer to implement are considered
to be either “2nd Base” or “3rd
Base” hits.
So far, five Home Run suggestions
have already been implemented. It
isn’t clear whether any of those ideas
came from REU staff because three
of the five were submitted anonymously.
Some Suggestions Will Take Time
The 2nd and 3rd Base ideas tend to
focus on broad, complex issues that
touch a variety of departments and
require significant IT support as well
as new sources of funding.
Sheri — and a lot of other city employees — want to update the timekeeping and attendance process,
which currently imposes significant
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A process to automate and track the
workflow for many different types of
internal documents using software
called Laser Fiche was the focus of
many pitches. This is another
longer-term project that will require
significant planning, Sheri said.
“Some of the ideas sitting at 2nd or
3rd Base could take six months or
a year to implement,” Sheri said. In
some cases, RFPs may need to be
developed, issued, and responses
assessed before the job can be
awarded. In some instances, the City
Council may have to make changes
to the city’s municipal code.
“Although I wish I could wave
a magic wand and make all the
software, budget, and back-office
compatibility issues disappear, that’s
not realistic,” Sheri said. “But we’re
on the path of improving the way
the city and its different departments
work. I thank the employees who
chose to light one candle rather than
curse the darkness!” TIL

A Day in the Life of an Electric System Operator
At the Redding Power Plant (RPP), a
handful of real-time and distribution
system operators work around the
clock every day of the year to ensure the lights stay on in Redding.
Electric system operators have a
broad skill set that includes electric
system expertise, crisis management, and weather forecasting.
“Weather, natural gas prices, and
the time of year are the most important factors affecting our ability
to match electric demand with
electric supply,” said Ron Rossiter,
a power system operator for three
years. “We’re always watching the
weather.”
“If the sun comes out during the
winter,” he said, “solar generation
at our customers’ sites increases,
which reduces the need for us to
procure or generate energy. And if
it’s a cloudy day during the summer,
that pushes down solar generation
as well as electric demand from our
customers using air conditioning,
so that also changes the amount of
power we need to procure.”

Meeting Demand with Supply
The challenges of precisely matching customer demand and electric
supply at the lowest cost is what
makes a system operator’s job so
difficult. Unlike nearly every other
commodity, electricity can’t easily
be stored. Until battery energy storage systems become cost effective,
energy must be used the moment
it’s generated.

“As bad as the Carr Fire was, in
many ways, the snowstorm was
worse,” said Ron Rossiter, who
worked during both crises.

During his 12-hour shift, Ron has
to determine whether it’s more
cost-effective to run RPP’s units or
to buy power on the wholesale market. Much of that decision is based
on the price of natural gas. Sometimes small changes in gas prices
could have a big impact on which
generation option he chooses.
When Things Went “Boom!”
Ron commented, “We’re always
waiting for something to go
‘boom!’ ” Ron and his fellow system operators will never forget two
recent events — last July’s Carr Fire
and the 50-year snowstorm in February of this year.
“As bad as the Carr Fire was, in
many ways, the snowstorm was
worse,” said Ron, who worked
during both crises. “The fire had a
trajectory and we had the ability to
be proactive with some of our mitigation. The snowstorm impacted
all areas of Redding, and we had to
react after the damage was done.”
That snowstorm dropped up to 12
inches of snow, knocking out power
to over 60% of REU’s customers.
Power lines and power poles were
snapped by tree limbs weighted
down with heavy, wet snow.

Ron Rossiter, an electric system operator, keeps
a close eye on weather forecasts because the
weather drives customer electric demand.

Although most customers had
their power restored within one
day, some were without power for
up to eight days. Crews had to
remove hundreds of downed trees
and power poles before restoration work could begin, recalled
Rick Griffith, a distribution system
(Continued on Page 6)
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“Our job is all about safety,”
said Rick Griffith. “My job is
one long game of Simon Says,
and I’m Simon. No one in the
field performs work on a circuit or a line until I tell them
it’s safe to do so.”
Rick Griffith, a distribution system operator, tracks and coordinates power outages and restoration
efforts across REU’s 115-kV and 12-kV distribution system.

A Day in the Life of an Electric System Operator

(Continued from Page 5)

operator. Downed power lines
pose particularly serious threats to
employees and members of the
community, he noted. Just because
a line is down doesn’t mean it isn’t
energized.
Tracking Outages, Managing
Restorations
Tracking the outages across REU’s
115-kilovolt (kV) and 12-kV distribution system is the responsibility
of the distribution system operator.
Whereas Ron and the other
real-time system operators watch a
set of computer screens to buy and
sell power, the distribution system operators track open circuits
and blown transformers on a map
measuring about 10-feet high by
20-feet wide.
“Our job is all about safety,” Rick
pointed out. “My job is one long
game of Simon Says, and I’m Simon. No one in the field performs
work on a circuit or a line until I tell
them it’s safe to do so.”
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“During the Carr Fire, Redding was
almost an island from a power perspective,” Ron recalled. “Three of
the four transmission lines we use
to import electricity stopped working because of the fire. We had
one connection to the rest of the
grid and we needed to protect that
connection by reducing energy
transfer on the line to near zero.”

“In order to do that, we called on
the power plant operator to start
our five remaining generating units
at RPP and run them at maximum
capacity,” Ron continued. “All units
successfully started and at one
point the RPP was generating so
much power we started overloading our 115 kv lines. At that point
we needed to ramp down generation and shed firm load to reduce
the flow on the 115 kV lines and
remain connected to the rest of the
electric grid.”
Rick said: “Fortunately, power plant
operators were able to keep all of
the RPP units running during the
fire. RPP generation was the only
thing standing between Redding
and complete darkness.”
The Carr Fire wreaked havoc on
REU’s distribution system, Rick continued. “On the distribution side,
it was like a three-day-long game
of Whack-a-Mole, as one piece of
line or equipment after another
needed to be operated in order to
re-route the flow of power. This was
due to either the path of the fire or
because of the load on the system.
We were moving power from one
substation to another in an effort to
keep the lights on.” TIL

Newsletter Survey Results Are In!
More than 25% of REU employees took our recent survey about The
Inside Line. That’s a high participation rate! The Executive Team and
Newsletter Board thank employees for their participation and for their
suggestions. We’ll definitely be working to incorporate all relevant suggestions.
But answers to the three open-ended qualitative questions — “What do
you like most about the newsletter?” “What do you like least about the
newsletter?” and “Any additional comments?” — showed us that some
employees misunderstand three critical aspects of the newsletter’s purpose.
We explain the newsletter’s three critical roles here — that of the
newsletter itself, the editor (John Egan), and the newsletter board.

Answers to the survey’s three open-ended qualitative questions showed us that some employees misunderstand three
critical aspects of The Inside Line.
Role of the newsletter: The purpose of The Inside Line is for REU’s
leadership to communicate, at a high level, with all employees about the
strategic issues that are shaping our business. We will be featuring human
interest stories and employee features from time to time, but the main
focus of the newsletter is to communicate relevant, high-level information
about our business. We encourage employees interested in detailed,
tactical, or specific work-group information to take such questions directly
to your supervisors and managers.

The main focus of The Inside
Line is to communicate relevant, high-level information
about REU’s business.

Role of the editor: John Egan, a veteran energy journalist and
award-winning utility communicator, was hired on a contract basis to
launch The Inside Line and write and edit its articles. He exercises his
editorial judgment as to the kind of articles and infographics that can best
achieve the leadership’s vision for the newsletter.
Role of the newsletter board: The newsletter board was created to
partner with John by identifying the story ideas of greatest interest to
their respective work groups. They also review each issue’s page proofs to
catch typos and incorrect captions. The board was instrumental in launching The Inside Line last summer, and their ongoing engagement is critical
to the newsletter’s success. TIL
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Comings & Goings
Please keep us in the loop!
Send your story ideas and
photos to Carmen Bahr at
CBahr@cityofredding.org.

Newsletter team: Lynn Arts, Carmen Bahr,
Dan Beans, John Egan, and Damon Seely
Newsletter Board:
Ben Goehring, Electric Line
Jessie McHugh, REU Power Production
Jim Rich, REU Power Production
Jordan Michaud, Electric Line
Kevin Burke, Electric Distribution
Kelly Dunbar, Financial Services
Sam Marvin, Field Services
Valerie Ibarra, Enterprise Services
Vince Karlson, Customer Services

Photo credits
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Page 8: Friends and Family of REU
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Luke Frandsen and his wife Christina welcomed
their second child into this world on March 9.
Mariah Kate Joanne Frandsen weighed in at 7
lbs, 1 oz. Everyone’s healthy, though mom and
dad could use more sleep!

Anthony Villarreal became REU’s newest lineman on March 18. He and his wife Kristen have
four children: Jadynn, Peyton, Houston, and
Quinn. When he’s not climbing a pole or standing in a bucket truck, Tony enjoys bass fishing,
being on his boat, and watching his children
play sports. Welcome Tony!

Betcha You Can’t Guess This Year’s Peak Electric Demand

Safeway knows how many bananas it sells each year. Walmart knows how many BBQ grills it moves
annually. Similarly, REU closely tracks the amount of electricity it delivers for every hour of every
year. The hour and day when we deliver the most electricity in a calendar year is called our peak
annual electric demand. Each megawatt (MW) is enough to power about 250 average homes in
Redding. The chart below shows the days and amounts of electricity we delivered on each peak
electric demand day for the prior 14 years. We’re inviting employees to guess the day we will hit
our 2019 electric peak, and how many MWs we will deliver on that day. Send your guesses to Carmen Bahr, cbahr@cityofredding.org. The winner will be announced in a future issue of The Inside
Line.

REU Peak Electric Demand
325

Catch us on REU Intranet!
Look for the red button
marked REU Employee
Newsletter.
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Day and Year

